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Simon & Schuster Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Boris: The Rise of Boris Johnson, Andrew Gimson, Despite
having once been sacked from the shadow front bench, Boris
Johnson is still widely seen as one of the stars of the
Conservative Party. His distinctive appearance ('like a haystack
on a bicycle'), befuddled manner and ready wit have assured a
high media profile and a large fanbase with the general public.
In this, the first biography of Boris, Andrew Gimson investigates
Boris's twin-faced dilemma -- politics or entertainment -- and
asks how deep his political ambition runs. Boris has transcended
his class, education and his various occupations (Conservative
MP for Henley-on-Thames, Conservative spokesman for Higher
Education, columnist on the Daily Telegraph, motoring
correspondent for GQ, novelist, TV presenter, and now, Mayor of
London) to become a paradoxical character -- the old Etonian
who fascinates teenagers as well as grandparents, the classical
scholar who is also a TV quiz-show contestant. Despite being a
comic actor of genius, he is not just an act and Andrew Gimson's
biography covers all facets of this complex individual.There is
his exotic Turkish ancestry, his place among five siblings, his
competitive relationship with his father Stanley,...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just
happy to explain how this is the very best ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he
finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Ha nd-- Cydney Ha nd

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pa squa le K locko-- Pa squa le K locko
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